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Abstract P colonies, tissue-like P systems with very simple components, have
received constant attention from the membrane computing community and in
the last years several new variants of the model have been considered. Another
P system model, namely kernel P system, integrating the most successfully
used features of membrane systems, has recently attracted interest and some
important developments have been reported. In this paper we study connec-
tions among several classes of P colonies and kernel P systems, by showing
how the behaviour of these P colony systems can be represented as kernel P
systems. An example illustrates the way it is modelled by using P colonies and
kernel P systems and some properties of it are formally proved in the latter
approach.
1 Introduction
Membrane systems were introduced in [22] as a new natural computing paradigm
inspired by the compartmentalised structure of the living cells and the main
bio-chemical interactions occurring within and across compartments. A mono-
graph [23] presenting the main developments at the level of early 2000 was
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published. A comprehensive description of the key research areas covering
both theoretical aspects as well as applications appears in this handbook [26].
More specific developments may be found in research papers, referring to gen-
eralised forms of rewriting P systems [20], rewriting tissue P systems [21],
control languages used for P systems [18].
A P colony represents a membrane system model with communities of cells
communicating with a shared environment by means of simple rules and using
a limited number of symbols in each cell [14,5]. An overview of the main
developments of the model is presented in [15], a recent survey of the area can
be found in [3]. Two more P colony models are of interest in the context of this
paper, namely P colonies with senders and consumers, and P colonies with
evolving environment. The first model [4], considers specific communication
rules acting in one single direction, either from the cell to the environment
(sending cell) or vice-versa (consuming cell). The latter model considers the
case of an environment whereby its contents might be affected not only by
the exchanges with cells, but also by some evolving rules acting similarly to
rules of context-free Lindenmayer systems (L systems). The behaviour and the
computational power of this model are investigated in [2].
Kernel P systems (kP systems, for short) [8,9] aim to integrate in a co-
herent and elegant manner some of the most successfully used features of P
systems.
The kP system model is also supported by a modelling language, called kP-
Lingua, capable of mapping a kP system model specification into a machine
readable representation. Furthermore, kP systems are supported by a software
framework, kPWorkbench [13], which integrates a set of related simulation
and verification methods and tools.
After being introduced [8,9], kP systems have been investigated from var-
ious research angles. Their relationships with other classes of membrane sys-
tems have been investigated - firstly, membrane systems with active mem-
branes and neural-like membrane systems have been mapped into kP systems
[9,10], then generalised communicating P systems have been connected with
kP systems [16]. Tools, such as kPWorkbench [13], have linked modelling
aspects with formal verification and model checking [6,13,7]. Various appli-
cations have been considered, such as 3-colouring problem [11], sorting algo-
rithms [9,7], simple broadcasting [13], or synthetic biology paradigms - genetic
logic gates [12].
The main motivation of the paper is to study the relationships between
P colonies and kP systems, a topic investigated for other P system models.
We show how the behaviour of P colonies of arbitrary capacity, P colonies
with senders and consumers, and P colonies with capacity 2 and evolving
environment are mapped into corresponding equivalent kP systems. Finally,
we consider the problem of modelling the synchronisation aspects occurring
in a producer/consumer problem by using adequate P colony and kP systems,
exhibiting equivalent behaviour. Formal properties are investigated using the
model checking facilities provided by the kPWorkbench tool associated with
kP systems.
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The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the definitions
of a kernel P system and a P colony. In Section 3 we study the relationships
among the above mentioned classes of P colonies and kP systems. Section 4
introduces the producer/consumer problem and investigates its representation
using P colony with components having sender programs and/or consumer
programs and kP systems, as well as some formal properties. Finally, Section
5 concludes the paper.
2 Kernel P Systems and P Colonies - Main Concepts and
Definitions
Standard P system concepts and standard notions such as strings, multisets,
rewriting rules, and computation are well-known and we refer to [23] for their
formal notations and precise definitions. The kP system concepts and defini-
tions used in this paper are from [8,9]. Some of them are slightly changed and
this will be mentioned when these concepts are discussed.
2.1 kP System Basic Definitions
We start by introducing the concept of a compartment type utilised later in
defining the compartments of a kP system.
Definition 1 T is a set of compartment types, T = {t1, . . . , ts}, where ti =
(Ri, σi), 1 ≤ i ≤ s, consists of a set of rules, Ri, and an execution strategy, σi,
defined over Lab(Ri), the labels of the rules of Ri.
The compartments that appear in the definition of the kP systems will
be constructed using compartment types introduced by Definition 1. Each
compartment, C, will be defined by a tuple (t, w), where t ∈ T is the type of
the compartment and w the initial multiset of it. The types of rules and the
execution strategies occurring in the compartment types will be introduced
and discussed later.
Definition 2 A kP system of degree n is a tuple
kΠ = (A,µ,C1, . . . , Cn, i0),
where A is a non-empty finite set, its elements are called objects; µ defines
the initial membrane structure, which is a graph, (V,E), where V is the set of
vertices indicating compartments of the kP system, and E is the set of edges;
Ci = (ti, wi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a compartment of the kP system, as presented
above; io, 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n, is the label of the output compartment, where the result
is obtained.
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2.2 kP System Rules
Each rule occurring in a kP system definition has the form r {g}, where r
stands for the rule itself and g is its guard. The guards are constructed us-
ing multisets over A, as operands, and relational or Boolean operators. The
definition of the guards is now introduced. We start with some notations.
For a multiset w over A and an element a ∈ A, we denote by |w|a the
number of objects a occurring in w. Let us denote Rel = {<,≤,=, 6=,≥, >},
the set of relational operators, γ ∈ Rel, a relational operator, and an a multiset,
consisting of n copies of a. We first introduce an abstract relational expression.
Definition 3 If g is the abstract relational expression denoting γan and w
a multiset, then the guard g applied to w denotes the relational expression
|w|aγn.
The abstract relational expression g is true for the multiset w, if |w|aγn is
true.
We consider now the following Boolean operators ¬ (negation), ∧ (con-
junction) and ∨ (disjunction). An abstract Boolean expression is defined by
one of the following conditions:
– any abstract relational expression is an abstract Boolean expression;
– if g and h are abstract Boolean expressions then ¬g, g ∧ h and g ∨ h are
abstract Boolean expressions.
The concept of a guard, introduced here, is a generalisation of the promoter
and inhibitor concepts utilised by some variants of P systems.
Definition 4 If g is an abstract Boolean expression containing gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ q,
abstract relational expressions and w a multiset, then g applied to w means the
Boolean expression obtained from g by applying gi to w for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
As in the case of an abstract relational expression, the guard g is true with
respect to the multiset w, if the abstract Boolean expression g applied to w is
true.
Example 1 If g is the guard defined by the abstract Boolean expression ≥
a5∧ < b3 ∨ ¬ > c and w a multiset, then g applied to w is true if it has at
least 5 a′s and no more than 2 b′s or no more than one c.
Definition 5 A rule from a compartment Cli = (tli , wli) can have one of the
following types:
– (a) rewriting and communication rule: x→ y {g}, where x ∈ A+ and
y has the form y = (a1, t1) . . . (ah, th), h ≥ 0, aj ∈ A and tj , 1 ≤ j ≤ h,
indicates a compartment type from T (see Definition 2) of compartments
linked to the current one; tj might also indicate the type of the current
compartment, Ctli ; if a link does not exist (i.e., there is no link between
the two compartments in E) then the rule is not applied; if a target, tj ,
refers to a compartment type that appears in more than one compartment
connected to Cli , then one of them will be non-deterministically chosen;
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– (b) structure changing rules; the following types of rules are considered:
– (b1) membrane division rule: [x]tli → [y1]ti1 . . . [yp]tip {g}, where x ∈
A+ and yj ∈ A∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ p; the compartment Cli will be replaced by
p compartments; the j-th compartment, 1 ≤ j ≤ p, of type tij contains
the same objects as Cli , but x, which will be replaced by yj ; all the
links of Cli are inherited by each of the newly created compartments;
– (b2) membrane dissolution rule: []tli → λ {g}; the compartment Cli
will be destroyed together with its links;
– (b3) link creation rule: [x]tli ; []tlj → [y]tli − []tlj {g}; the current com-
partment is linked to a compartment of type tlj and x is transformed
into y; if more than one compartment of type tlj exist and they are not
linked with Ctli , then one of them will be non-deterministically picked
up; g is a guard that refers to the compartment of type tli ;
– (b4) link destruction rule: [x]tli−[]tlj → [y]tli ; []tlj {g}; is the opposite
of link creation and means that the compartments are disconnected.
When in a rewriting and communication rule one of the right hand side
elements (aj , tj), 1 ≤ j ≤ h, is such that tj = tli then this is simply written
as aj .
The membrane division is defined slightly differently here compared to [8,
9], where each yj , 1 ≤ j ≤ p, is composed of objects with target compartments.
In this paper we will be using only rewriting and communication rules (a).
2.3 kP System Execution Strategies
In kP systems the way in which rules are executed is defined for each com-
partment type t from T – see Definition 1. As in Definition 1, Lab(R) is the
set of labels of the rules R.
Definition 6 For a compartment type t = (R, σ) from T and r ∈ Lab(R),
r1, . . . , rs ∈ Lab(R), the execution strategy, σ, is defined by the following
– σ = λ, means no rule from the current compartment will be executed;
– σ = {r} – the rule r is executed;
– σ = {r1, . . . , rs} – one of the rules labelled r1, . . . , rs will be non-determin-
istically chosen and executed; if none is applicable then nothing is executed;
this is called alternative or choice;
– σ = {r1, . . . , rs}∗ – the rules are applied an arbitrary number of times
(arbitrary parallelism);
– σ = {r1, . . . , rs}> – the rules are executed according to the maximal par-
allelism strategy;
– σ = σ1& . . .&σs, means executing sequentially σ1, . . . , σs, where σi, 1 ≤
i ≤ s, describes any of the above cases; if one of σi fails to be executed
then the rest is no longer executed;
– for any of the above σ strategy only one single structure changing rule is
allowed.
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Remark 1 For a kP system of degree n, as in Definition 2, an n−tuple (x1, . . . ,
xn), where xi ∈ A, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are multisets over A, is called a configuration of
kΠ.
Remark 2 A computation, as usual in membrane computing, is defined as a
sequence of direct configuration changes starting from the initial configura-
tion, with the initial multisets distributed in compartments – Definition 1 and
Definition 2. In each step the rules are selected according to the execution
strategy in each compartment. A computation is halting, if it stops in a finite
number of steps. The result of a halting computation will be the number of
objects collected in the output compartment. For a kP system, kΠ, the set of
all these numbers will be denoted by N(kΠ).
P colony [5] represents a simple membrane system model with communi-
ties of cells communicating with a shared environment. Here we consider a
restricted version of it, called P colony without checking rules. More on this
model can be found in [15]. The other P colony models will be also simpli-
fied versions of the original models, however all of them are computationally
complete. We use these simplified models as we are interested in establishing
connections with kernel P systems and prefer to use the simplest P colony
models that are computationally complete.
Definition 7 A P colony (without checking rules) is an n+ 3-tuple, n ≥ 1
Π = (O, e, F,B1, . . . , Bn),
where
– O is a non-empty finite set, called the alphabet of objects;
– e ∈ O is the environment object;
– F ⊆ O is the set of final objects;
– Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is called a cell of Π and Bi = (oi, Pi), where oi is a multiset
over {e}, called the initial multiset of the cell and Pi is a finite set of
programs, Pi = {pi,1, . . . , pi,ki}. Each program, pi,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, consists of
a finite multiset of rules of the following forms:
– (a) a → b, a, b ∈ O, is called internal point mutation or evolution,
specifying that an object a inside the cell Bi is changed to b;
– (b) c↔ d, c, d ∈ O, is called one object exchange with the environment
or communication, specifying that if c is contained inside the cell Bi and
d is present in the environment, then c is sent out of the cell into the
environment while d is brought inside the cell from the environment.
The multisets oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, have the same cardinality, called capacity of
Π. The number of rules in each program pi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, coincides
with the capacity of Π.
An (n + 1)-tuple (xE , x1, . . . , xn), where xE ∈ (O \ {e})∗, xi ∈ O∗ are
finite multisets, is called a configuration of Π. At the initial configuration, the
environment contains arbitrarily many copies of e and each cell contains inside
as many objects e as the capacity of Π.
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The P colony works with direct changes of its configurations, called tran-
sitions. To obtain a new configuration by a transition, the programs of the
cells are used in the non-deterministic maximally parallel manner, i.e., each
cell which is able to use one of its programs should use one. The use of a
program means the parallel application of the rule(s) of the program to the
object(s) inside the cell. A sequence of transitions starting from the initial
configuration is a computation. A computation is successful if it is halting, i.e.,
if a configuration is obtained where no cell can use any program. The result of
a successful computation is the number of copies of objects from F present in
the halting configuration. The set of numbers obtained as results of successful
computations of a P colony Π is denoted by N(Π).
We introduce now the concept of P colonies with senders and consumers.
The definition appears for the first time in [4].
Definition 8 A P colony with senders and consumers, Π, is a P colony, as in
Definition 7, with the following constraints:
– each cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, contains always 2 objects (the capacity of Π is 2);
– each program pi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, from cell Bi is one of the following
two types:
– deletion or consumer program < ain; bc → d >, with a, b, c, d ∈ O and
the meaning that object a from the environment is consumed, i.e., it is
brought into cell Bi and the objects b, c are transformed into d inside
of Bi;
– insertion or sender program < aout; b → cd >, with a, b, c, d ∈ O and
the meaning that object a is sent out of Bi into the environment and b
is transformed into objects c and d inside of Bi.
– every program pi,j of cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, is of the same type.
A cell with only insertion programs is called a sender and a cell with only
deletion programs is called a consumer.
In this model the Turing completeness is obtained for P colonies whereby
each cell has only either consumer or producer programs. So, the cells are
either consumers or senders.
Next we provide the notion of a P colony with evolving environment –
for details regarding this computational model we refer to [2]. In the basic
model the environment does not change under functioning, it can be altered
only by the activity of the cells. However, to extend the concept of P colonies
with a dynamically evolving environment is a natural idea. In this case the
environment has its own rules for evolution which do not depend on the cells.
These rules are given as multiset rewriting rules, usually given as a multiset
0L scheme. A multiset 0L scheme is a pair (V, P ), where V is the alphabet
of the 0L scheme and P is a complete set of context-free multiset rewriting
rules over V, i.e., where P is a finite set of multiset rewriting rules over V of
the form a → w, where a ∈ V and w ∈ V ∗ and for each a ∈ V there exists
at least one rule in P . For w1, w2 ∈ V ∗, we write w1 ⇒ w2 if w1 = a1a2 . . . an
and w2 = α1α2 . . . αn, for ai → αi ∈ P, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i.e., w1 derives w2 in one
step (directly).
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Before providing the definition, we note that in the literature P colonies
with evolving environment are also called generalized P colonies. In this paper,
to emphasize the difference between standard P colonies and these developed
versions, we will use the term P colony with evolving environment and we
consider the case when the capacity of the P colony is 2.
Definition 9 A P colony Π = (O, e, F, oE , DE , B1, . . . , Bn) with evolving
environment is a combination of the concept of a P colony in Definition 7 and
the concepts of a P colony with senders and consumers in Definition 8 with
the following additional constraints:
– oE ∈ (O \ {e})∗,
– DE = (O \ {e}, PE) is a multiset 0L scheme,
– each cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, contains always 2 objects (the capacity of Π is 2);
each program pi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki of Bi has a finite set of programs
of exactly one of the following three types:
– deletion or consumer program < ain; bc → d >, with a, b, c, d ∈ O and
the meaning that object a from the environment is consumed, i.e., it is
brought into cell Bi and the objects b, c are transformed into d inside
of Bi;
– insertion or sender program < aout; b → cd >, with a, b, c, d ∈ O and
the meaning that object a is sent out of Bi into the environment and b
is transformed into objects c and d inside of Bi.
– a program with two rules which are evolution rules (of the form < a→
b >) and/or communication rules (of the form < a↔ b >), as given in
Definition 7.
The initial configuration of a P colony with evolving environment is the
(n+ 1)-tuple (oE , o1, . . . , on), oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as given in Definition 7.
By applying programs, the P colony with evolving environment passes from
one configuration to some other configuration. Those objects in the environ-
ment which are not affected by any program in the given step are rewritten by
the multiset 0L scheme DE . As in the previous cases, the systems works with
the non-deterministic maximally parallel manner, i.e., at each step a maximal
number of cells performs one of its programs in parallel (the program is chosen
non-deterministically out of the applicable ones). Those objects in the envi-
ronment which are different from the basic object, e, and are not affected by
any program, are changed according to the rules of the multiset 0L scheme.
A computation is a sequence of consecutive configurations starting from
the initial configuration and ending in a configuration when no cell has any
applicable program. Notice that in this case the work of the P colony itself
does not necessarily stop, since the multiset 0L scheme may continue changing
the non-environment objects in the environment, if such an object exists.
The result of the computation is the number of copies of final objects in
the environment in such a configuration when no cell is able to perform at
least one program.
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3 Relationships Between Various P Colonies and Kernel P Systems
We start by looking at the relationships between P colonies of capacity h,
h ≥ 1, and kP systems. It may be observed from the proofs of these results
that we use kP systems with only rewriting and communication rules. Guards
are only used in the last theorem.
Theorem 1 For every P colony Π = (O, e, F,B1, . . . , Bn), n ≥ 1, of capacity
h, h ≥ 1, one can construct a kP system kΠ = (A,µ,C1, C2, 2), such that
N(Π) = N(kΠ) holds.
Proof Let us consider Π = (O, e, F,B1, . . . , Bn), n ≥ 1, a P colony of size n
and capacity h. It is known that the result of a computation in Π is obtained in
the environment, consisting only of objects from F . The cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has
the initial multiset oi consisting of h objects and each program pi,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ki,
from the set of programs, Pi, consists of h rules.
We will build a kP system with two compartments
kΠ = (A,µ,C1, C2, 2)
where C1 is simulating the behaviour of the P colony, Π, and C2 is collecting
the result that coincides with the result of the P colony, Π.
The objects of the kP system are A = F∪{f ′|f ∈ F}∪{[a, i]|a ∈ O, 0 ≤ i ≤
n}. For each a ∈ O, when it belongs to cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or the environment,
0, it will be denoted by [a, i] or [a, 0], respectively.
The membrane structure, µ, provides a connection between the two com-
partments, C1 and C2, allowing them to exchange objects, where Ci = (ti, wi),
i = 1, 2. Each ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, the type of compartment Ci, is given by
ti = (Ri, σi), where Ri is the set of rules and σi the execution strategy. These
will be introduced later on. The second component of Ci is the initial multiset
of the compartment. We have w1 = [o1, 1] . . . [on, n] and w2 = λ.
The type, t1, of the compartment C1 has the set of rules, R1, given below.
Next we define the rules of kΠ. This will be done in several steps. Notice
first that any program pi,j ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, consists of h rules ri,j,k,
1 ≤ k ≤ h, that can be evolution rules or communication rules. Furthermore,
if a program is applied, then all of its rules should be performed in parallel.
First we will define rules r′i,j,k to rules ri,j,k in program pi,j ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ ki, l ≤ k ≤ h. When
1. ri,j,k : a→ b with a, b ∈ O, then let r′i,j,k : [a, i]→ [b, i].
2. ri,j,k : c ↔ d with c, d ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), then let r′i,j,k : [c, i][d, 0] →
[c, 0][d, i].
3. ri,j,k : c↔ e with c ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), then let r′i,j,k : [c, i]→ [c, 0][e, i].
4. ri,j,k : e↔ d with d ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), then let r′i,j,k : [e, i][d, 0]→ [d, i].
5. ri,j,k : e↔ e then let r′i,j,k : [e, i]→ [e, i].
6. ri,j,k : f ↔ d with d ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [f, i][d, 0]→
[f, 0][d, i](f, t2), where t2 is the type of C2 – its rules will be given later. In
this case f , f ∈ F , is also sent to C2.
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7. ri,j,k : c ↔ f with c ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [c, i][f, 0] →
[c, 0][f, i](f ′, t2), where t2 is as above. In this case f ′, f ∈ F , is sent to C2.
8. ri,j,k : f1 ↔ f2 with f1, f2 ∈ F , then let
r′i,j,k : [f1, i][f2, 0]→ [f1, 0][f2, i](f1, t2)(f ′2, t2).
9. ri,j,k : f ↔ e with f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [f, i]→ [f, 0][e, i](f, t2).
10. ri,j,k : e↔ f with f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [e, i][f, 0]→ [f, i](f ′, t2).
The set of rules of R2 associated with type t2 contains rules pf : ff
′ → λ,
f ∈ F .
Each rule ri,j,k, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, 1 ≤ k ≤ h, interacts with two objects
- either both from the cell Bi, when ri,j,k is an evolution rule, or one from Bi
and the other from the environment, when it is a communication rule. Cases
(1) and (2) above correspond to evolution rules and communication rules,
respectively. For a rule ri,j,k, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, 1 ≤ k ≤ h, interacting
with objects a, b from Bi, the corresponding rule r
′
i,j,k, transforms [a, i] into
[b, i]. When the rule interacts with an object a from Bi and b from environment
then the corresponding rule rewrites [a, i] and [b, 0] into [a, 0], [b, i]. Cases (3)
to (10) present special cases of (2) when the objects are e or from F . When
object e refers to an occurrence within the environment (3-5, 9) then the
corresponding object in r′i,j,k does not appear, i.e., [e, 0] is not present in any
of these rules. When an object f , f ∈ F , is sent to the environment (6, 8, 9)
then the corresponding rules from R1 have on the right hand side (f, t2), which
means that f is also sent to C2, the output compartment. When f , f ∈ F , is
brought into Bi from environment (7, 8 10) then the rules from R1 have on
the right hand side (f ′, t2), f ∈ F ; this means that f ′ is sent to C2 and this
will be used to erase f by using the rule pf from R2.
Since every program of Π consists of exactly h rules, we describe how the
the rules of R1 are constructed that correspond to the programs of Π with
only evolution or communication rules.
We first need an auxiliary notation. For a rule of the form r : u→ v, where
u, v ∈ V ∗, where V is an alphabet, u and v are finite multisets over V , we
define lhs(r) = u and rhs(r) = v.
For each program pi,j =< ri,j,1 . . . , ri,j,h >∈ Pi, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the
set R1 contains a rule of the form
p′i,j : ui,j → vi,j ,
where ui,j = lhs(r
′
i,j,1) . . . lhs(r
′
i,j,h) and vi,j = rhs(r
′
i,j,1) . . . rhs(r
′
i,j,h), and
r′i,j,k 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, 1 ≤ k ≤ h, is associated to ri,j,k in accordance
with one of the cases (1) – (10) above. (Note that ui,j and vi,j are strings
representing finite multisets of objects).
The execution strategies of the types t1, t2 are given by σ1 = {p′i,j |1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}> and σ2 = {pf |f ∈ F}>. This means that each compartment
executes the rules using maximal parallelism mode.
A computation in Π starts from the initial configuration (xE , x1, . . . , xn)
where xE = λ and xi = e
h, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The initial configuration of kΠ
is ([eh, 1] . . . [eh, n], λ), where [eh, i], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denotes h objects [e, i]. In
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each cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at most one program, consisting of h rules, can
be applied, as Bi has always h objects from O. Similarly, in kΠ there are
always h objects of the form [a, i], where a ∈ O. For any configuration of Π,
(xE , x1, . . . , xn), where xE is a multiset over O \ {e} and xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is
a multiset over O with h objects. The corresponding configuration of kΠ is
([xE , 0][x1, 1] . . . [xn, n], y), where [xi, i], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denotes h objects [a, i],
for each a occurring in xi (similarly for [xE , 0]). A program pi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ ki, is applied in Bi of Π if and only if p′i,j is applied in C1 of kΠ.
Hence xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, appears in a configuration of Π if and only if [xi, i]
appears in the corresponding configuration of kΠ. The multiset xE appears
in the environment of Π if and only if [xE , 0] appears in kΠ. The multiset
y is given by y = xEuu
′, where u = f1 . . . fp and u = f ′1 . . . f
′
p. The multiset
uu′ is erased in the next step by applying rules of R2 in a maximally parallel
manner.
These show that the two mechanisms arrive at the same number of objects
from F in the environment (P colony Π) and in C2 (kP system kΠ) in a
halting computation, hence N(Π) = N(kΠ).
Now we are looking at P colonies with senders and consumers, aiming at
simulating them by using again kP systems.
Theorem 2 For every P colony Π = (O, e, F,B1, . . . , Bn), n ≥ 1, with senders
and consumers, one can construct a kP system kΠ = (A,µ,C1, C2, 2), such
that N(Π) = N(kΠ) holds.
Proof In this proof we follow similar ideas as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Let us consider Π = (O, e, F,B1, . . . , Bn), n ≥ 1, a P colony with senders
and consumers of size n and capacity 2. The result of a computation in Π
is obtained in the environment, as the number of objects from F . The cell
Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has the initial multiset oi consisting of two objects and each
program pi,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, from the set of programs, Pi, is of the same type,
either a sender or a consumer. So, we have either consumer or producer cells.
We build, similar to the proof of Theorem 1, a kP system with two com-
partments
kΠ = (A,µ,C1, C2, 2)
where µ, C1 and C2 have the same meaning and A the same definition,
A = F ∪ {f ′|f ∈ F} ∪ {[a, i]|a ∈ O, 0 ≤ i ≤ n},
as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Each compartment, Ci, i = 1, 2, has a type, ti, and an initial multiset wi.
These multisets are w1 = [o1, 1] . . . [on, n] and w2 = λ. Each oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
consists of two objects, oi = ab. In this case [oi, i] means [a, i][b, i].
In the sequel we define the set of rules R1 and R2, from compartments
C1 and C2, respectively. For an arbitrary program pi,j ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ ki, we will associate a rule p′i,j ∈ R1. As these programs are either
senders or consumers, we will analyse each of these situations below. When
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1. pi,j :< aout; b → cd > (sender) with a, b, c, d ∈ O, a /∈ F , a 6= e, then R1
has a rule p′i,j : [a, i][b, i]→ [a, 0][c, i][d, i].
2. pi,j :< fout; b → cd > (sender) with f, b, c, d ∈ O, f ∈ F , then R1 has a
rule p′i,j : [f, i][b, i] → [f, 0][c, i][d, i](f, t2), where t2 is the type of C2 – its
rules will be given later. In this case f , f ∈ F , is also sent to C2.
3. pi,j :< eout; b → cd > (sender) with b, c, d ∈ O, then R1 has a rule p′i,j :
[e, i][b, i]→ [c, i][d, i].
4. pi,j :< ain; bc→ d > (consumer) with a, b, c, d ∈ O, a /∈ F , a 6= e, then R1
has a rule p′i,j : [a, 0][b, i][c, i]→ [a, i][d, i].
5. pi,j :< fin; bc → d > (consumer) with b, c, d ∈ O, f ∈ F , then R1 has a
rule p′i,j : [f, 0][b, i][c, i] → [f, i][d, i](f ′, t2). In this case f ′, f ∈ F , is sent
to C2.
6. pi,j :< ein; bc → d > (consumer) with b, c, d ∈ O, then R1 has a rule
p′i,j : [b, i][c, i]→ [e, i][d, i].
The set of rules R2 associated with type t2 contains rules pf : ff
′ → λ, f ∈ F .
Each program pi,j ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, includes a rule interacting
only with objects, b, c, d, from the cell Bi. The corresponding rule p
′
i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, cases (1-6), includes [b, i], [c, i], [d, i], respectively. The other rule
that appears in each program pi,j ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, either sends an
a to the environment (1) or consumes it from the environment (4). In these
cases the corresponding rule p′i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, transforms [a, i] into
[a, 0] (1) or the other way around (4). When a = f, f ∈ F , then the rule p′i,j ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, corresponding to the sender (2) includes on the right
hand side (f, t2), indicating that f is also sent to C2, the output compartment.
When f , f ∈ F , is brought into Bi from environment, the consumer, then the
corresponding rule p′i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, (5) has on the right hand
side (f ′, t2), f ∈ F ; this means that f ′ is sent to C2 and this will be used to
erase f by using the rule pf from R2. When object e refers to an occurrence
within the environment (3, 6) then the corresponding object in p′i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ ki, does not appear, i.e., [e, 0] is not present in any of these rules.
The execution strategies of the types t1, t2, as in the proof of Theorem 1,
are given by σ1 = {p′i,j |1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}> and σ2 = {pf |f ∈ F}>, i.e.,
in each compartment the rules are executed using maximal parallelism mode.
A computation in Π starts from the initial configuration (xE , x1, . . . , xn)
where xE = λ and xi = ee, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The initial configuration of kΠ is
([e, 1][e, 1] . . . [e, n][e, n], λ). In each cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at most one program
can be applied, as Bi has always two objects a, b. Similarly, in kΠ there are
always two objects [a, i], [b, i]. For any configuration of Π, (xE , x1, . . . , xn),
where xE is a multiset over O\{e} and xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a multiset over O with
two objects. The corresponding configuration of kΠ is ([x1, 1] . . . [xn, n], y). A
program pi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, is applied in Bi of Π if and only if p′i,j
is applied in C1 of kΠ. Hence xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, appears in a configuration of
Π if and only if [xi, i] appears in the corresponding configuration of kΠ. The
multiset y is given by xE and maybe a multiset uu
′, where u = f1 . . . fp and
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u′ = f ′1 . . . f
′
p. The multiset uu
′ is erased in the next step by applying rules of
R2 in a maximal parallel manner.
These show that the two mechanisms arrive at the same number of objects
from F in the environment (P colony Π) and in C2 (kP system kΠ) in a
halting computation, hence N(Π) = N(kΠ).
Next we show that kernel P systems simulate P colonies with evolving
environment as well. Notice that in the case of these P colony variants the
possibly dynamically changing environment is expected to alter the computa-
tional power of the P colony.
Theorem 3 For every P colony Π = (O, e, F, oE , DE , B1, . . . , Bn), n ≥ 1,
with evolving environment and with capacity 2 one can construct a kP system
kΠ = (A,µ,C1, C2, 2), such that N(Π) = N(kΠ) holds.
Proof Let us consider Π = (O, e, F, oE , DE , B1, . . . , Bn), n ≥ 1, a P colony of
size n and capacity 2. Without the loss of generality, we may assume that Bi,
1 ≤ m ≤ n, are sender and/or consumer cells and cells Bj , m + 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
have only evolution and/or communication rules.
The cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has the initial multiset, oi, consisting of two objects
and each program, pi,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, in the set of programs, Pi, depending of
the type of Bi consists of one or two rules.
To prove the statement, we construct a kP system with two compartments
kΠ = (A,µ,C1, C2, 2)
where C1 simulates the computations of Π and C2 collects the result of kΠ
that is equal to the result of Π.
The objects of the kP system are A = F ∪ {f ′|f ∈ F} ∪ {[a, i]|a ∈ O, 0 ≤
i ≤ n}, as in the case of the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Each a ∈ O,
when it appears in cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or in the environment, 0, it will be
denoted by [a, i], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or [a, 0], respectively.
The membrane structure, µ, provides a connection between the two com-
partments, C1 and C2, allowing them to exchange objects, where Ci = (ti, wi),
i = 1, 2. Each ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, the type of compartment Ci, is given by
ti = (Ri, σi), where Ri is the set of rules and σi the execution strategy that are
defined analogously to the previous proofs, with slight changes for σ1 as it will
be shown when this execution strategy is defined. The second component of Ci,
the initial multiset of the compartment, is given as w1 = [o1, 1] . . . [on, n], where
each oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, consists of two objects a, b and [oi, i] denotes [a, i][b, i], and
w2 = λ. We will look at these initial multisets when the behaviour of kΠ will
be discussed.
As in the previous proofs the compartment C1 will host the objects and
rules corresponding to those of Π and C2 will collect the results of the com-
putation. In this case the simulation of the P colony Π in C1 will be such that
in each of the computation step in Π the programs in cells Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
are first applied and if there is at least one cell with at least an applicable
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program then the 0L scheme DE is also used. This two stage application of
the programs followed by the use of the 0L scheme DE will be simulated in
C1 by a special definition of the execution strategy σ1.
We define the rule sets R1, R2 of kΠ in several steps.
We start by defining rule set R′1, a subset of R1, which is associated with
the type t1 of C1 that corresponds to the programs of cells Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
where m ≤ n. The reader may easily notice that these rules can be obtained
exactly in the same manner as the rules were constructed in the proof of
Theorem 2, in case of P colonies with senders and consumers. Thus, we define
for an arbitrary program pi,j ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, a rule p′i,j ∈ R′1 as
follows:
1. pi,j :< aout; b → cd > with a, b, c, d ∈ O, a /∈ F , a 6= e, then R′1 has a rule
p′i,j : [a, i][b, i]→ [a, 0][c, i][d, i].
2. pi,j :< fout; b → cd > with f, b, c, d ∈ O, f ∈ F , then R′1 has a rule
p′i,j : [f, i][b, i]→ [f, 0][c, i][d, i](f, t2), where t2 is the type of C2 – as in the
previous proofs, its rules will be given later. In this case f , f ∈ F , is also
sent to C2.
3. pi,j :< eout; b→ cd > with b, c, d ∈ O, then R′1 has a rule p′i,j : [e, i][b, i]→
[c, i][d, i].
4. pi,j :< ain; bc → d > with a, b, c, d ∈ O, a /∈ F , a 6= e, then R′1 has a rule
p′i,j : [a, 0][b, i][c, i]→ [a, i][d, i].
5. pi,j :< fin; bc → d > with b, c, d ∈ O, f ∈ F , then R′1 has a rule p′i,j :
[f, 0][b, i][c, i]→ [f, i][d, i](f ′, t2). In this case f ′, f ∈ F , is sent to C2.
6. pi,j :< ein; bc → d > with b, c, d ∈ O, then R′1 has a rule p′i,j : [b, i][c, i] →
[e, i][d, i].
The correspondence between the above rules of kΠ and the programs of
cells Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and their role in the computation can easily be obtained
by the same reasoning as we used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Next we define the rule set R′′1 , a subset of R1, which is associated with
the type t1 of C1 that corresponds to the programs of cells Bi, m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Notice first that any program pi,j ∈ Pi, m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, consists
of two rules ri,j,1 and ri,j,2, where every rule can be an evolution rule or a
communication rule. Furthermore, if a program is applied, then both rules
should be performed in parallel.
Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, first we will define rules r′i,j,k
corresponding to rules ri,j,k from programs pi,j ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki,
k = 1, 2. When
1. ri,j,k : a→ b with a, b ∈ O, then let r′i,j,k : [a, i]→ [b, i].
2. ri,j,k : c ↔ d with c, d ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), then let r′i,j,k : [c, i][d, 0] →
[c, 0][d, i].
3. ri,j,k : c↔ e with c ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), then let r′i,j,k : [c, i]→ [c, 0][e, i].
4. ri,j,k : e↔ d with d ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), then let r′i,j,k : [e, i][d, 0]→ [d, i].
5. ri,j,k : e↔ e then let r′i,j,k : [e, i]→ [e, i].
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6. ri,j,k : f ↔ d with d ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [f, i][d, 0]→
[f, 0][d, i](f, t2), where t2 is the type of C2 – its rules will be given later. In
this case f , f ∈ F , is also sent to C2.
7. ri,j,k : c ↔ f with c ∈ (O \ (F ∪ {e})), f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [c, i][f, 0] →
[c, 0][f, i](f ′, t2), where t2 is as above. In this case f ′, f ∈ F , is sent to C2.
8. ri,j,k : f1 ↔ f2 with f1, f2 ∈ F , then let
r′i,j,k : [f1, i][f2, 0]→ [f1, 0][f2, i](f1, t2)(f ′2, t2).
9. ri,j,k : f ↔ e with f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [f, i]→ [f, 0][e, i](f, t2).
10. ri,j,k : e↔ f with f ∈ F , then let r′i,j,k : [e, i][f, 0]→ [f, i](f ′, t2).
The meaning of the rules above is the same as that of the corresponding
rules in the proof of Theorem 1, therefore we omit the explanations. Since every
program of Π consists of exactly two rules, the rules of kΠ that correspond to
the programs of Π with evolution and/or communication rules are constructed
analogously to the way that the set of rules R1 defined in the proof of Theorem
1, taking capacity h = 2.
Now we define the rules that appear in R′′1 .
For each program pi,j =< ri,j,1, ri,j,2 >, m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, from













i,j,2), as in the proof of
Theorem 1, we add p′i,j : ui,j → vi,j to R′′1 .
Next we define the rule set R′′′1 , a subset of R1, which simulates the rules
in rule set PE of the multiset 0L scheme DE . For each rule of the form r : a→
u ∈ PE , where a ∈ O and u = b1 . . . bs, bl ∈ O, 1 ≤ l ≤ s, or p : a → λ ∈ PE
we assign a rule of the form r′ : [a, 0] → [b1, 0] . . . [bs, 0]{g} or p′ : [a, 0] →
λ{g}, respectively. The guard, defined below, will impose constraints on the
application of the rules from R′′′1 , such that these are applied if and only if
the rules associated to a program from at least one cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are
applicable to the current multiset. With this constraint we make sure that the
rules of R′′′1 will stop being applied when no rule from R
′
1 ∪ R′′1 is applicable,
and consequently the computation stops.
The rule set R1 is given by R
′
1 ∪R′′1 ∪R′′′1 .
In order to define the guard g that appears in every rule from R′′′1 we
introduce a notation. For a rule r ∈ R′1∪R′′1 , lhs(r) is a multiset, that appears
on the left hand side of the rule. If this is a multiset over {a1, . . . , at}, then
it might be written as ap11 . . . a
pt
t , with pi ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ t. We introduce the
guard glhs(r) denoting ≥ ap11 ∧ · · · ∧ ≥ aptt . This guard is true for a multiset w
if and only if w contains at least pi occurrences of ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Having glhs(r)
defined for every r ∈ R′1 ∪R′′1 , one can define the guard g as follows
g = glhs(p′1,1) ∨ · · · ∨ glhs(p′1,k1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ glhs(p′n,1) ∨ · · · ∨ glhs(p′n,kn ).
The execution strategy of type t1 is σ1 = {r|r ∈ R′1 ∪ R′′1}>{r|r ∈ R′′′1 }>.
This means that first are applied in maximal parallel manner the rules from
R′1 ∪R′′1 followed by rules from R′′′1 applied also in maximal parallel way.
The set of rules of R2 associated with type t2 contains rules pf : ff
′ → λ,
f ∈ F .
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The execution strategy of the type t2 is given by σ2 = {pf |f ∈ F}>, i.e.,
the rules use the maximally parallel application mode.
A computation in Π starts from the initial configuration (oE , o1, . . . , on)
where oE ∈ (O \ {e})∗ and oi = ee, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The initial configuration of kΠ
is ([oE , 0][e, 1][e, 1] . . . [e, n][e, n], λ). In each cell Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at most one
program, consisting of one or two rules, can be applied, and Bi has always
two objects inside. Those objects which are in the environment but are not
affected by the activity of the cells are changed according to the rules in PE .
Similarly, in kΠ for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there are always two objects of the
form [a, i]. Any configuration of Π has the form (xE , x1, . . . , xn), where xE
is a multiset over O \ {e} and xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a multiset over O with two
objects. The corresponding configuration of kΠ is ([xE , 0][x1, 1] . . . [xn, n], y),
where [xi, i], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denotes two objects [a, i], as defined earlier in the
proof. The object [xE , 0], as in the proof of Theorem 1, corresponds to the xE
from the environment of Π. It is easy to see that a program pi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ ki, is applied in Bi of Π if and only if the corresponding rule p′i,j
is applied in C1 of kΠ. Hence xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, appears in a configuration of
Π if and only if [xi, i] appears in the corresponding configuration of kΠ and
xE is in the environment of Π if and only if [xE , 0] appears in kΠ. The rules
from the set R′′′1 are always applied after those from R
′
1 ∪ R′′1 and this is in
accordance with the way the rules of the environment are applied in Π. The
multiset y is given by y = xEuu
′, where u = f1 . . . fp and u′ = f ′1 . . . f
′
p. If
no more rule simulating a program of Π or corresponding to a rule of DE is
applicable, then the multiset uu′ is erased in the next step by applying rules
of R2 in a maximally parallel manner.
Thus, the two mechanisms have the same number of objects from F in the
environment (P colonyΠ) and in C2 (kP system kΠ) in a halting computation,
hence N(Π) = N(kΠ).
4 Producer/consumer example
The producer/consumer paradigm consists of a system with two processors, a
producer and a consumer, synchronising through a buffer of length 1 (accepting
no more than an element). This has been modelled in different formalisms,
including Petri nets [27] and generalised membrane systems using rewriting
rules [1]. Recently, another approach based on generalised communicating P
systems has been presented [17]. A slightly different version of this problem,
using numerical P systems has been considered [24,25].
Here we model this problem using P colonies with sender programs and
consumer programs and then consider it with kP systems. In this approach we
use P colonies with senders and consumers having cells with both sender and
consumer programs as they provide a much simpler solution to our problem.
The producer/consumer problem considered in this section can be de-
scribed as follows: when the producer is informed that the buffer is empty,
a signal that the buffer becomes full, followed by the current symbol are sent
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out to the consumer. After the symbol is consumed, the consumer responds
back to the producer that the buffer is now empty.
We consider a P colony with senders and consumers, Π = (O, e, F,B1, B2),
where the alphabet is O = {a, b, s, v, f} and B1 the producer cell and B2 the
consumer. Initially, o1 = vf and o2 = ab. Please note that this is slightly
different from the case studied before, whereby the initial multisets contain
only multisets over {e}. It is easy to observe that one can get the values for
o1 and o2 with some simple initialisation rules starting from ee in both cells.
We leave this as an exercise for the reader.
The set of final objects is not significant for this problem. The P colony
with senders and consumers works as follows: the sender after receiving the
signal that the buffer is empty (symbol v - void, is received), sends to the
environment a signal f - full, that the buffer will become full and then the
current symbol, s. These are sent to the environment and then retrieved by
the consumer. We provide now the set of programs for the two cells.
– P1, producer
– p1 :< fout; v → sf >;
– p2 :< sout; v → af >;
– p3 :< vin; af → f >;
– P2, consumer
– c1 :< fin; ab→ a >;
– c2 :< sin; af → v >;
– c3 :< vout; s→ ab >.
If (xE , x1, x2) and (yE , y1, y2) are two configurations and p and p
′ the
programs used to pass from the first to the second configuration then we write
(xE , x1, x2) ⇒p,p′ (yE , y1, y2). When one of the programs is not applicable
then it is omitted.
One can write the following sequence of configurations starting from the
initial one:
z1 = (λ, vf, ab)⇒p1 z2 = (f, sf, ab)⇒p2,c1 z3 = (s, af, af)⇒c2
z4 = (λ, af, sv)⇒c3 z5 = (v, af, ab)⇒p3 z6 = (λ, vf, ab).
This shows that when the buffer is empty (v in B1 in configuration z1) then
an f is sent to the environment (f in configuration z2) and then the symbol
s is sent to the environment (configuration z3). These are then consumed by
B2. Symbol v - corresponding to void buffer, is sent to the environment by
B2 (configuration z5). In configuration z6, the same as z1, the void buffer is
signalled to the producer, B1.
Using the construction from the proof of Theorem 2 one can get a kP sys-
tem that models the producer/consumer problem. This is left to the reader as a
simple exercise. We prefer to provide a kP system with two compartments and
equivalent to the one obtained from the P colony. The kP system is given by
kΠ = (A,µ,C1, C2). The output compartment is not significant and hence not
considered above. The alphabet of objects is A = {a, b, c, v, f, s}, µ describes
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the connection between C1 and C2. The compartments are C1 = (p, w1), cor-
responding to producer, and C2 = (c, w2), corresponding to consumer, where
w1 = w2 = a. The types p and c include the sets of rules R1 and R2, respec-
tively. These are described below.
– R1, producer
– p′1 : a→ b(f, c);
– p′2 : b→ c(s, c);
– p′3 : vc→ a;
– R2, consumer
– c′1 : fa→ b;
– c′2 : sb→ c;
– c′3 : c→ a(v, p).
The rules are applied with maximal parallelism in each compartment.
We use a notation similar to the one used for P colonies to define a sequence
of configurations. We use two multisets of rules instead of programs. The
following sequence can be obtained starting from the initial configuration:
z′1 = (a, a)⇒{p
′
1} z′2 = (b, fa)⇒{p
′
2},{c′1} z′3 = (c, sb)⇒{c
′
2}
z′4 = (c, c)⇒{c
′
3} z′5 = (vc, a)⇒{p
′
3} z′6 = (a, a).
Although in the case of kP systems there is no environment, the compo-
nents communicating directly, one can observe a very similar distribution of
the key symbols - v and f related to the buffer status and s, generated by
producer and received by consumer.
For the kP system model we are able to validate it by using the tools avail-
able within the kPWorkbench - a specification language for such models and
model checkers [7]. We can simulate and also formally verify certain properties
of the model. We present here some of the properties that we have considered
for this model.
One can observe that the consumer (compartment C2) consumes the cur-
rent symbol, s, only after it is notified that the buffer is full, i.e., f appears in
C2. This can be verified by considering the following property
C2.f > 0 followed-by C2.s > 0
and this can be expressed by the following specification of the model checker
AG (C2.f>0 -> EF C2.s>0),
which is true. The fact that the system has a cyclic behaviour, returning back
to its initial state, containing a in each of the two compartments, can be also
formally proved by using
infinitely-often C1.a > 0.
This is expressed as
AG(EF C1.a>0),
which is also true. A similar property can be provided for C2.a.
With such properties one can prove the correctness of our model specifica-
tion, making sure the model describes accurately the problem.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the relationships among three classes of
P colonies and kernel P systems. We have also shown how a synchronisation
problem is represented by these formalisms. Some future research directions
will include the possibility of enriching P colony models with features of the
kernel P systems that might enhance the power and efficiency of the former.
Another research avenue might be that of investigating the relationships with
other P system models that will prove the flexibility of these classes of models
in describing the behaviour of other computational models.
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